1
00:00:05,089 --> 00:00:09,399
and
2
00:00:06,620 --> 00:00:09,399
it is a moment
3
00:00:09,839 --> 00:00:12,839
Cattermole
4
00:00:14,250 --> 00:00:18,649
vision or
5
00:00:16,910 --> 00:00:25,849
it depends on what you mean by my
6
00:00:18,649 --> 00:00:27,739
colleagues when we first started doing
7
00:00:25,849 --> 00:00:30,009
this research back in the late 70s early
8
00:00:27,739 --> 00:00:33,859
80s no one had heard about these things
9
00:00:30,009 --> 00:00:36,378
and we did it we did a panel at the 1980
10
00:00:33,859 --> 00:00:38,539
American Medical Association and Mike's
11
00:00:36,378 --> 00:00:41,448
a bomb makari alters there and can rang
12
00:00:38,539 --> 00:00:42,890
and a couple of others and we had a
13
00:00:41,448 --> 00:00:46,399
packed crowd was they really wanted to
14
00:00:42,890 --> 00:00:48,350
hear about this but after we finish
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15
00:00:46,399 --> 00:00:52,850
talking there was long silence in the
16
00:00:48,350 --> 00:00:55,070
room and one vs. stood up and said I've
17
00:00:52,850 --> 00:00:56,120
been at cardiologists for 30 years I've
18
00:00:55,070 --> 00:00:58,039
ever heard of single one of these
19
00:00:56,119 --> 00:01:01,128
stories how do these people aren't just
20
00:00:58,039 --> 00:01:03,170
making it up and then someone else to up
21
00:01:01,128 --> 00:01:07,909
and said I'm one of his patients and I
22
00:01:03,170 --> 00:01:10,549
still couldn't tell them I have you now
23
00:01:07,909 --> 00:01:12,200
when we give these same talks it's very
24
00:01:10,549 --> 00:01:13,219
common to have doctors know and stand up
25
00:01:12,200 --> 00:01:15,500
and tell about their near-death
26
00:01:13,219 --> 00:01:19,159
experiences so it is becoming more
27
00:01:15,500 --> 00:01:21,649
common having said that you all know
28
00:01:19,159 --> 00:01:24,679
that the powers that control the medical
29
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00:01:21,649 --> 00:01:27,439
journals and certainly the LH NSF this
30
00:01:24,679 --> 00:01:28,459
isn't their favorite topic so trying to
31
00:01:27,439 --> 00:01:30,560
get funding it's hard to get
32
00:01:28,459 --> 00:01:32,780
publications but there's becoming more
33
00:01:30,560 --> 00:01:34,039
and more of a grassroots effort and one
34
00:01:32,780 --> 00:01:35,569
of things i like about teaching in the
35
00:01:34,039 --> 00:01:39,170
medical school is that we're infected
36
00:01:35,569 --> 00:01:41,629
the next generation of doctors so as Max
37
00:01:39,170 --> 00:01:44,170
Planck said science progresses funeral
38
00:01:41,629 --> 00:01:44,170
by funeral
39
00:01:45,370 --> 00:01:52,180
but in life there are some announcements
40
00:01:47,900 --> 00:01:52,180
I would firstly like to thank all
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